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Author and appliquÃ© aficionado, Deborah Kemball, juxtaposes lovely florals against dark

backgrounds, creating an effect that makes the flowers pop! Create a variety of lovely silk or cotton

quilts with two full-size appliquÃ© patterns featuring curving blooms, petals, and vines. Plus, you

can use the blocks from the 9-block quilt to make pillows, table runners, smaller quilts. The

two-in-one pattern pack includes full-size patterns and a 16-page booklet.
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Deborah Kemball is an award-winning quilter passionate about applique.

I have been working with Deborah Kemball's Beautiful Botanicals for awhile, and loving every

project. This pattern compilation adds to her repitoire, but without the easily traceable pattern

pieces. I like the new flowers she introduces, but would rather have the format like the previous

book for usability. If you enjoy applique and especially like to compose your own designs in your

project rather than follow the rigid patterns of some applique projects, you'll fall in love with Ms

Kemball's ideas. You may follow her exactly or you may branch out and put different elements

together to have something original with you. Her first book has been an inspiration to me, and this

second pattern packet just adds to it. I recommend it to anyone who enjoys applique but wants

some freedom in compilation.

Each flower is shown in color plus a black and white drawing for template making that can be easily



manipulated into different configurations for quilting or rug hooking. As I am a rug hooker interested

in folk art/floral designs, this purchase is a valuable tool in accomplishing the looks that I want in my

rugs! Deborah Kimball does a great job of taking the reader through the creative process. Along with

her book, " Beautiful Botanicals", she has made me a huge fan of her designs and color choices.

Picking out wools inspired by Deborah's colors for my rug hooking is great fun! I highly recommend

both of her books if you love florals, botanicals and a touch of Jacobean themes.

I have admired Deborah Kemball's designs and work for some time. I have her book" Beautiful

Botanicals "and now this pattern will be a lovely addition to my library of Needleturn applique books..

So many great designs and only 24 hours in the day to make them.! As soon as Aunt Millie"s

Garden is finished I intend to progress to this Quilt. I do wish that she would design a larger quilt ,

not just for wall hangings.

I loved her first book and this is like an extension of that. I had thought it was going to be a book but

in fact it is more like a small group of project instructions. I am a huge fan of her work so I was

surprised but not really disappointed in this. I'm glad I got it.

For an advanced quilter...it doesn't tell you the basics so if you are a beginner, just beware. But for

advanced quilters it's great because it doesn't go over the basics and waste time/paper. It even tells

you that in the instructions which is pretty cute. Love the designs and love the instructions.

This pattern for 2 wallhangings is very well done. Deborah Kemball is a very talented designer. The

booklet and patter is very easy to follow, great tips of using cotton and silk fabrics.

Love this book. I have already made two of the wall hangings.it is beautifully illustrated and the

instructions are great.

Beautiful book and easy to use. Love all of the flowers in it and patterns. I am very excited to make

a quilt using these patterns.
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